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Pacific Coastal Airlines could ground some of its flights
during the Olympics because of security plans. (Pacific Coastal Airlines)

Several small airports across B.C. may suffer during next year's Olympics if they plan on offering flights to
Vancouver.

For two months next winter, all flights entering Vancouver will need to have passed a stringent security
check, including machine screening of baggage and individual passengers.

Many small airports in B.C.’s Interior — including those in Trail, Powell River and Masset — don't have
adequate screening equipment and may be forced to cancel Vancouver-bound flights.

Sgt. Cam Kowalski of the RCMP Integrated Security Unit said there aren't enough screening devices
available.

"If everybody had endless manpower and resources, then we could certainly throw it at the problem. But
unfortunately that is not the case."

Kowalski said that he met with Pacific Coastal Airlines, a regional West Coast carrier, to discuss screening
problems, and that the RCMP is trying to help install screening facilities in Port Hardy as a hub for northern
flights. If the efforts are successful, flights from northern B.C. to Vancouver will stop in Port Hardy, on the
north end of Vancouver Island, where luggage and passengers will be vetted.

"We've tried to facilitate as many locations as possible to allow as many operations to continue. It's certainly
not a double standard,” Kowalski said.

Olympic security officials said earlier this week that screening facilities will be installed in Victoria and
Vancouver’s harbour airports.

That led Alan Stanley of Trail’s airport to argue that Olympic organizers have made the Games a Lower
Mainland-centred event.

"[It’s] quite contrary to what we expected the Olympics to offer — the idea we were going to showcase the
province and it wasn't just going to be a Lower Mainland thing," Stanley said.

So far, Pacific Coastal has not decided what it will do next.
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Sort: Most recent | First to last | Agreed 
damngrumpy wrote:Posted 2009/03/12
at 11:48 PM ETThere is no doubt who makes the laws in BC. Its a group headed by VANOC
and the Olympic Board of Directors and the police. The people of BC have little or nothing to say about it.
These people have taken over the Province
You can't have a business name that might infringe on their name. even if you have been around for years.
You can't drive on the streets you pay taxes to drive on. Many BC companies couldn't compete for Olympic
business due to the cost. All this so rich people can enjoy a 17 day romp in the snow. The whole thing should
become an election issue.
I don't think those outside the lower mainland should have to pay anything for the games as we didn't have a
vote on acceptance of the proposal.
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Meggsy wrote:Posted 2009/03/12
at 11:45 PM ETEveryone is supposed to stand still, not even go to work ..or even budge a muscle while only
the Olympic staff, media outlets and organizers are allowed to roam about.
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mrsclean wrote:Posted 2009/03/12
at 11:44 PM ETALONG THE lines of Westbankid - it would be nice if Gordo would also tell us when his
government is going to approve the budget he announced last month (its a NOT folks) and come clean on the
CN Sale
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FactNotFallacy2 wrote:Posted 2009/03/12
at 11:31 PM ETCompensation for losses should be due. If the olympics are tobring millions into the local
economy airport operators deserve a share. Others should not gain at their expense.
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mister-e wrote:Posted 2009/03/12
at 11:25 PM ETWouldn't it be funny, perhaps fitting, that someday in the future the acronym for the
Vancouver Olympic Committee becomes an actual word representing the ability to turn a winning proposition
into a bureaucratic disaster through an insular attitude of ignorance and an outward appearance of
mismanagement.
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As in... They pulled a real VANOC with that one...
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Note: The CBC does not necessarily endorse any of the views posted. By submitting your comments, you
acknowledge that CBC has the right to reproduce, broadcast and publicize those comments or any part
thereof in any manner whatsoever. Please note that comments are pre-moderated/reviewed and published
according to our submission guidelines.
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